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Quantum and Chelsio: Easy Tape Attach for IP SANs
iSCSI is the fastest growing segment of networked disk storage, growing faster than FC or NAS. According
to a Gartner survey1, iSCSI based storage revenues increased 177% from 2006 to 2009. During the same
time period, NAS revenues grew 59% and FC revenues declined 4%. iSCSI is clearly taking share from
FC in SAN environments, and for a good reason. With the adoption of 10GbE, an IP SAN can equal the
performance of an 8Gb FC SAN, and for a lower cost.
But even as we observe the adoption of IP SANs and iSCSI targets at the expense of FC, it is worth pointing
out that this fabric shift is simply that, just a fabric shift. Disk will continue to be the bright spot in the
future of networked storage, and widespread adoption of IP SANs should not have an impact on the
established demand mix of disk vs. tape. Tape attach to SANs—FC or Ethernet—will continue to be sought
after for established use-cases where tape excels: archive, tiered storage, and offsite backup.
In recognition of the trend towards network convergence and 10GbE adoption, Quantum Corporation
has partnered with Chelsio Communications and jointly certified Chelsio’s Unified Storage Router with
Quantum’s tape libraries, allowing customers to attach Quantum tape to their IP SAN through Chelsio’s
USR 1100 device. The certification covers SAS to iSCSI mapping for Quantum’s Scalar® i40, Scalar i80 and
Scalar i500 tape libraries.

QUANTUM’S SCALAR SERIES
Quantum’s Scalar tape libraries share common iLayer library management software, and will
scale to suit any environment. The Scalar i40 and Scalar i80 are ideal for entry-level or distributed
storage environments, and can store up to 60TB and 120TB (native), respectively. The Scalar i500
is ideal for larger, growing storage environments, capable of storing up to 613TB (native).
Quantum has shipped over 35,000 Scalar tape libraries and offers unified service and support for
all products.

CHELSIO’S UNIFIED STORAGE ROUTER
Chelsio’s USR-1100-SAS-BF router provides iSCSI-to-SAS bridging, enabling network convergence with multi-protocol SANs. Any iSCSI
initiator can attach to USR-1100 series products from Chelsio, which support full or partial hardware iSCSI offload. The USR-1100-SASBF comes in 1U form factor and is equipped with 2×1GbE and 2×10GbE ports, mapping to 2×SAS ports. Chelsio Communications is
focused on the high performance, low latency storage and server I/O market opportunity, and has shipped more than 100,000 ports
on over 100 OEM platforms.
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SOLUTION BENEFITS: SMALL-MEDIUM SIZED BUSINESS
For the small-medium sized business (SMB), IP SANs allow for the adoption of enterprise-class SAN features without the cost or
complexity of FC. Direct-attached storage (shown below in Figure 1) is difficult to scale. And because DAS devices, such as a tape
library with SAS drives, are not sharable, DAS is a challenge to utilize efficiently.
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Figure 1: Typical DAS/server-attach approach to network storage

The IP SAN shown below in Figure 2 makes storage assets sharable, and is easily expanded. This allows the SMB to realize the benefits of
a SAN without the cost of FC. Fabric limitations (e.g., physical distance limitations) are not an issue, the SAN can be extended virtually
anywhere there is Ethernet.
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Figure 2: IP SAN for small-medium-sized business
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SOLUTION BENEFITS: LARGE-ENTERPRISE SIZED BUSINESS
For the larger-enterprise business, IP SANs allow for network convergence. Existing FC investment can be preserved while building out
less expensive IP SAN extensions based on 10GbE. Figure 3 below highlights some IP SAN benefits for an enterprise sized company.
SANs can be extended without additional investment in FC, and SAN islands can easily be connected over LAN or WAN.
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Figure 3: Converged SAN (FC and IP) for enterprise customers

FAQs
What are the solution benefits?
For the SMB, IP SANs allow for the adoption of enterprise-class SAN features without the cost or complexity of Fibre Channel. For the larger-enterprise
business, IP SANs allow for network convergence. Existing FC investment can be preserved while building out cheaper IP SAN extensions based on
10GbE. And with any SAN, there are established use-cases where tape excels: archive, tiered-storage, and offsite backup.
How should the Chelsio/ Quantum solution be positioned?
An IP SAN with tape is a valuable solution for many customers, from those building out a new SAN, to those who are expanding and connecting
existing SAN islands across the room, building, or network (LAN or WAN). SANs built around 10GbE fabric are well suited to any environment and
less expensive than the traditional FC approach to SANs. Tape will continue to be valuable anywhere there is a need for archive, tiered storage, and/
or offsite backup. The Scalar i40 is ideal for customers with 2-4TB of data to protect, the Scalar i80 is well suited for the 4-8TB range, and the i500
is a fit for the 6-15TB range. Ultimately the Scalar i500 can store up to 613TB, uncompressed.
A customer with the following issues will benefit from an IP SAN:
1. Significant data growth (SANs scale well and efficiently utilize storage)
2. Budget constraints (IP SANs are cheaper than FC)
A customer with the following challenges will benefit from Quantum tape:
1. Budget constraints (tape is inexpensive)
2. Not currently performing adequate backups of critical data
3. No disaster recovery or offsite backup policy
What sales collateral is available?
This document itself, “Quantum and Chelsio: Easy Tape Attach for IP SANs” should be used as the primary selling tool for this solution and is posted on
Sales Tools (SB00052A). A sales presentation (P00352A) is also available.

Which Scalar Library configurations are supported with the USR 1100?
Libraries & Drives
• Scalar i40-i80 with HP LTO-4 & LTO-5 SAS drives
• Scalar i500 with HP LTO-4 & LTO-5 and IBM LTO-4 SAS drives
Operating Systems and iSCSI initiators
• MS Windows 2008
• Microsoft iSCSI initiator
• Chelsio iSCSI initiator
Backup Applications
• Symantec Backup Exec 2010 R2
• CommVault Simpana 9
What offerings compete with the solution provided by the Unified Storage Router and Scalar libraries?
There are already solutions on the market that route SAS to iSCSI, either through NICs or Routers. What makes the Quantum/Chelsio solution unique is
that it is a fully qualified and supported combination of best-in-class 10GbE storage I/O products with best-in-class tape libraries. Chelsio and Quantum
are both recognized leaders in their respective markets.
What About Support?
Chelsio Communications and Quantum have a cooperative support engagement model, with each company taking first call on their respective
products. Each company agrees to assist any joint customer contacting them regarding iSCSI-to-SAS/Scalar issues. If the company contacted believes
the issue lies with the other vendor’s equipment, they will ensure the customer initiates service with the other vendor and will collaborate as necessary
in the troubleshooting and resolution.
Are IP SANs secure?
IP SANs are secure, iSCSI is based on TCP/ IP which is secure and robust by design. IP SANs support CHAP Authentication and ACLs.
How many SAS tape drives can I plug in to the USR 1100 Router?
8 SAS drives can be attached to the USR 1100 using SAS fan-out cables (4 to 1).
Can I use FC tape with the USR 1100?
While Chelsio has certified FC-iSCSI bridging for disk targets from many different vendors, Quantum’s FC disk and tape products are not certified with
the USR-1100-EFC-BF at this time. Quantum will continue to explore other options and solutions to address network convergence in the future—
whether this is FCoE, iSCSI to FC, or other protocols.

HOW TO BUY: QUANTUM’S SCALAR TAPE LIBRARIES
www.quantum.com/wheretobuy

HOW TO BUY: CHELSIO’S UNIFIED STORAGE ROUTER
www.chelsio.com/howtobuy.html

To contact your local sales office,
please visit www.quantum.com
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